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Correlation Clustering
Given a complete graph with +1  and -1 edges



Correlation Clustering
Given a complete graph with +1  and -1 edges

The goal is to cluster the vertices, minimizing the sum of
● green edges between clusters
● red edges inside clusters



Error = 1 + 2 = 3 

Correlation Clustering



Correlation Clustering

Error = 1 + 2 = 3 Error = 1 + 0 = 1 



Applications of Correlation Clustering

Widely used in data mining and information retrieval:

● Disambiguation tasks [Kalashnikov et al. 2008]

● Automated labelling [Chakrabarti et al. 2008]

● Community mining [Chen et al. 2012]

● Clustering ensembles [Bonchi et al. 2013]



Distributed Setting
● Massively Parallel Computation (MPC) model

● Data is distributed among machines 

● Each machine has memory n𝜺

● Each round, machines run computations in-memory

● Exchange data at the end of each round



Distributed Setting

● Chierichetti et al. 2014

 
● Ahn et al. 2015

○ Requires O(n) memory per machine

● Pan et al. 2015

Approx                                 Rounds



Our Result

● New approach

● Recent results
(S. Behnezhad, M. Charikar, W. Ma, L. Tan)
(M. Cambus, S. Pai, J. Uitto)

Approx                           Rounds







Other interesting properties
● Our algorithm ressemble the widely used SCAN algorithm(X. Xu, N. 

Yuruk, Z. Feng, T. Schweiger) for clustering

● Our approach has been used to obtain new differentially private and 
online algorithm for correlation clustering

● It can be seen as a parallelization of Bansal, Blum and Chawla original 
algorithm



Outline
● Overview of the algorithm

 
● Overview of the proof
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Not in agreement

● Agreement 
○ We say that u and v are in agreement when their neighborhoods 

significantly overlap(     -fraction)



Our Algorithm
● Agreement 

○ We say that u and v are in agreement when their neighborhoods 
significantly overlap(     -fraction)

in agreement



Our Algorithm
●  Discard all edges whose endpoints are not in agreement



Our Algorithm
● Call a vertex light if it has lost more than a λ-fraction of its neighbors 

in the previous step
○  Otherwise call it heavy

Heavy

Light



Our Algorithm
●  Discard all edges between two light vertices.

Heavy

Light



Our Algorithm
● Compute the connected components, and output them as the 

solution.

Heavy

Light



Our Algorithm
● That’s it :)

Error = 3
Optimal error = 2



Our Algorithm

1. Discard all edges whose endpoints are not in agreement
2. Discard all edges between two light vertices.
3. Compute the connected components, and output them as the 

solution.



Intuitive proof

1. Discard all edges whose endpoints are not in agreement.

Claim: 
          Any algorithm that puts these two vertices together has a high cost, so one 
           error is fine.

Consider vertices that are connected to one of the endpoints.
● Adding each creates one error.
● Not adding each creates one error as well.



Intuitive proof

1. Discard all edges whose endpoints are not in agreement.
2. Discard all edges between two light vertices.

The error incurred for removing these edges can be charged to the edges removed before.



Intuitive proof

1. Discard all edges whose endpoints are not in agreement.
2. Discard all edges between two light vertices.
3. Compute the connected components, and output them as the 

solution.

The components cannot be sparse.



Properties of the algorithm
         and      are i-weak agreement if 



Properties of the algorithm
         and      are i-weak agreement if 

(i)  If       and      are i-weak agreement then 

(ii)  If                           is a sequence of nodes in agreement then if                         and 
        are in  k-weak agreement. 

(iii)  If       and      are i-weak agreement then 



Properties of the algorithm
Let        and        be two heavy vertices in a CC, then their distance is at most 2 in 



Properties of the algorithm
Let        and        be two heavy vertices in a CC, then their distance is at most 2 in 

Let        and        be the closest pair of heavy vertices with distance bigger than 2

Suppose that their distance is bigger than equal to 5. Let                                       be the
shortest path between them.  Note that either        or        are heavy contradicting 
minimality.



Properties of the algorithm
Let        and        be two heavy vertices in a CC, then their distance is at most 2 in 

Let        and        be the closest pair of heavy vertices with distance bigger than 2

If their distance is 4 they are in 5-weak agreement. Being heavy they have lost at 
most a       fraction of their neighbors so 



Properties of the algorithm
Let        and        be vertices in a CC, then their distance is at most 4 in 

Let        and        be vertices in a CC, then their distance is at most 2 in 

Let        or        are heavy vertices in a CC, then they are in 4-weak agreement



Properties of the algorithm
The connected component in         are almost cliques, if  



Properties of the algorithm
The connected component in         are almost cliques, if  

Connected component is optimal in   



Bounding the approximation ratio
Let        be the set of positive edges not present in          then 



Bounding the approximation ratio
To bound         we use a careful charging argument 

Edges in         for which we make mistakes can be charged to OPT. 



Bounding the approximation ratio
To bound         we use a careful charging argument 

Consider an edge                 respected by OPT and deleted because its endpoints 
are not in agreement.  So



Bounding the approximation ratio
To bound         we use a careful charging argument 

Consider an edge                 respected by OPT and deleted because its endpoints 
are not in agreement.  So

Let                                             . OPT pays either for the edge                  or                  so we can
charge it by  



 In this way we fully charge               , and every mistake in OPT is charged 
at most
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Bounding the approximation ratio
To bound         we use a careful charging argument 

Consider an edge                 respected by OPT and deleted because their endpoints 
are light.



Bounding the approximation ratio
To bound         we use a careful charging argument 

Consider an edge                 respected by OPT and deleted because their endpoints 
are light.

All not in agreement

If OPT cut them, we 
charge them 



Bounding the approximation ratio
To bound         we use a careful charging argument 

Consider an edge                 respected by OPT and deleted because their endpoints 
are light.

All not in agreement

If OPT does not cut 
them, consider        . 
Charge 



Bounding the approximation ratio
To bound         we use a careful charging argument 

In total we charge every error at most 



Our Result

● New approach

Approx                           Rounds



Open questions

● Better approximation

● Can we still prove something in the adversarial online setting?

● Can we use this approach to obtain better algorithm for correlation 
clustering in other settings?


